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Reaper Tournament System
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1-1 Asahidai, Nomi, Japan 923-1292,
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Abstract. This paper explores a novel way for analyzing tournament
structures. Our goal is to find the best suitable tournament under con-
sidered purposes. Aside from the number of matches, we address on two
other important aspects: competitiveness development and ranking pre-
cision. Competitiveness development emphasizes the importance partic-
ipants’ motivation in every match while keeping the matches exciting
throughout the tournament. Ranking precision reflects the credibility
of tournament results, so that prizes can be distributed with minimum
complains and dissatisfaction. To address competitiveness development,
this paper proposes a new method which visualizes tournament struc-
tures as a tree using graphical model approach, which we call progress
tree. Considering the similarities of sorting algorithm with the ranking
process, ranking precision is discussed based on the quality of algorithm
for the ranking task. This paper also analyzes well known tournament
structures such as single elimination, double elimination, round robin and
Swiss system. The performed analysis reveals the strength and weakness
of each tournament structure. Although each tournament has its own
pros and cons, none of them can convince the tournament results for all
participants while keeping the matches strongly motivating thoroughly.
Thus, a new tournament structure called reaper tournament system is
proposed in this paper to meet those requirements.

Keywords: tournament structure; competitiveness development; stabil-
ity progressing; ranking precision;

1 Introduction

Competitive games do not just attract players only, but also many spectators
who are interested in the game. Tournament is a competitive system to identify
the winners. It usually provides some prizes as objectives for participants to
compete against each other. It is often used as a formal method to conduct
an official game event, to gather players or teams, as well as to attract a large
number of spectators. Such large scale events usually receive sponsorship from
various companies and organizations. Therefore, it is necessary to be carefully
prepared and conducted to be able to avoid disappointments from any party.

? S.Xiong is the corresponding author and he use JAIST budget to present this paper
in conference



2 Reaper Tournament System

The existing tournament systems have popularly been used in many domain.
For example, World Cup is the mix of single round robin and knockout (single
elimination) tournament. The selection of the tournament highly depends on
the target domain since each domain or tournament has their own requirement
such as the number of winners awarded or limited resources such as time, place
and expense. For example, full ranking is strictly required in some case, whereas
the top three winners (gold, silver and bronze medals) should be identified in
other case. Moreover, any throwaway match should be avoided or minimized in
professional tournaments in any kind of sports such as sports games, mind sports
and e-sports. In modern generation, it seems that excitement or engagement for
spectators is more important than equality for participants which means that
every player has the opportunity to play the same number of rounds, like Swiss
system.

Many years ago, Swiss system was a rescue to knockout system and round
robin. Nowadays, this is not true in many cases. Hence, some variants such as
double elimination have widely been used in professional sports communities.
However, the question is still open: What is a way to minimize the throwaway
matches? We believe that the reaper tournament system we propose in this paper
would be a rescue to such modern professional sports tournaments. This idea
was inspired from the concept of stability of minimax value in a two-person game
[6], which correspond to ranking accuracy and competitiveness development in
the context of tournament structure.

Let us discuss three main concerns in tournament systems.

1. The number of matches. This number is crucial for the tournament organizer
to calculate the cost of conducting the tournament.

2. Competitiveness development (CD). That is, to avoid the throwaway matches
in which participants are not so motivated to play their best. Regarding
competitive games, uneven teams tend to make a reduce of interest from
the viewers [8, 9, 11]. However, the structure of the tournament may have
great effect on the motivation of the participants. It is important to plan
the matches carefully, giving the participants good motivations to play their
best in the game.

3. Ranking precision (RP). That is, to make sure the ranking results of a tour-
nament are convincing and reliable. It is important to prove that the prize
winners are really worthy.

Regarding the checking of a tournament for whether it can maintain the com-
petitiveness, to the best of our knowledge, there has been until now no study
of any method to perform this work. Therefore, we propose a new method to
analyze the tournament structures. If the tournament organizer needs to satisfy
the request by spectators or sponsors in the modern commercialism, it is impor-
tant to find the most competitive (no throwaway match and not poor ranking)
tournament structure. Actually, this is our target in this paper. In this sense,
the reaper tournament system we propose in this paper would be a promising
solution.
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2 Analyzing Method

This section presents two important aspects of tournament systems: competi-
tiveness development and ranking precision.

2.1 Competitiveness Development

A competitive match means that the two participants are motivated to compete
over the winning outcome. Usually, the desire to win is normal. But, sometimes
the benefit of winning could not be so significant, which causes the participants
to not yearn for a win. The motivation of a participant consists of many factors,
but we restrict ourselves to the tournament structure in this paper. We introduce
a notion of progress tree to demonstrate the perspective of the participants in a
tournament, and then analyze the development of their motivation throughout
the tournament. The progress tree is constructed based on the graphical model
approach [10]. A participant’s state before or after playing a match is considered
as a node. The state in which the participant no longer plays any match is a leaf
node. We show, in Figure 1, an example of a single elimination tournament for
8 participants, and Figure 2 shows its progress tree.1

Fig. 1. Single elimination tournament for 8 participants

While competitive means having an objective for which participants have to
compete against another one, it is common to have more than one prize as objec-
tives in a tournament. Thus, it is necessary to provide prizes that are comparable
in order to ensure the consistency in competitiveness. For example, if two win-
ners receive a spoon as the first prize and a pair of chopsticks as the second prize,
the two winners may evaluate these prizes differently. Hence, it is possible that
a participant would try to lose on purpose in the final match to obtain the pair
of chopsticks. This is also the reason why most grand tournaments use money
for prizes instead of objects, since the amounts of money are comparable, the
consistency between the prizes is ensured.

1 In this paper, we assume that a match can only result in a win or a loss.
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Fig. 2. Progress tree of single elimination tournament for 8 participants

With consistent prizes in the same unit, we can evaluate nodes in the progress
tree. Since we are only considering the structure of the tournament, we evaluate
a node as the average value of its direct child nodes. For example, in Figure 2, let
x1, x2, x3 and x4 be the 1st place prize, 2nd prize, 3rd-4th prize and 5th-8th prize
respectively. Then we have x1 ≥ x2 ≥ x3 ≥ x4. Table 1 shows the evaluation
(called the stability value) for each node of the progress tree in Figure 2. With
the progress tree and having the nodes evaluated, we see that there are two
concerns regarding player’s motivation or competitiveness development.

Table 1. Stability values for each node of progress tree in Figure 2

Node level Stability value

Final (v) x1+x2
2

Semi-final (v1) v+x3
2

Quarter-final (v2) v1+x4
2

Stability progressing For every node, it is preferable to have the value of the
winning outcome larger than the value of the losing outcome. This ensures
that the winning outcome has more benefits and is more attractive for the
participant.

Possibility of results Since the prizes serve as an objective to maintain com-
petitiveness, the case in which a prize is no longer able to be achieved also
means that a competitive objective is lost. However, in a tournament, to
achieve a prize means to give up other prizes (one cannot get the first prize
and second prize together). Therefore, it is favorable to have the prizes drop-
ping out eventually in the order of least-valuable first. This practice can also
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be seen in most prize announcements from lottery prizes to singing/beauty
contests.

Aside from those above-mentioned points, there might be a few more inter-
esting observations we can make with the progress tree. For example, if there is
a match between two participants who are not on the same node, which means
that they are not on an equal footing; the importance of the match, and their
motivation of the match are different.

2.2 Ranking Precision

Being a competitive system, the outcome of a tournament should avoid any com-
plaints about its ranking results. This task for giving rankings to the tournament
participants is similar to the sorting by comparisons: the input is a list of mem-
bers to be compared, while the output is a permutation of the input with the
member in an order. Although actual sorting algorithms may not be suitable to
be applied as tournament systems because they do not consider fair treatment to
participants with the same performance, it is crucial for a tournament system to
maintain the credibility of the rankings to minimize complains from participants
and spectators.

We assume that there is a game in which we compare merit, where the
participant with higher merit wins. The ranking precision of the tournament
is derived from how the tournament can rank participants correctly for such
a game. In other words, we consider the tournament as a sorting algorithm,
and each match is a comparison between two participants in a game whose
outcome is deterministic. Providing all participants with different merit, we run
all possible simulations by using permutation. Then, we can see whether or not
the tournament can give rankings to participants correctly. However, the method
of using permutation simulation is too heavy if the number of participants is too
large. In this paper, we therefore conduct experiments with eight participants
only.

3 Analysis of Standard Tournament Systems

We analyze several standard tournament systems such as single elimination, dou-
ble elimination, round-robin and Swiss system. For the purpose of comparison,
we consider the example of having eight participants in each case.

3.1 Single Elimination

Single elimination is a type of elimination tournament where the loser of each
bracket is immediately eliminated [12].

Number of Matches: A standard single elimination system with i rounds has
n = 2i participants, and there will be m = n − 1 matches conducted. For 8
players single elimination, there would be 7 matches with 3 rounds.
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Competitiveness Development: We use the example of 8 participants single
elimination, as previously shown in Figure 1. Assuming that this tournament
has comparable prizes distributed in the right order, by observing Figure 2 and
Table 1, we can see that it has no issues regarding stability progressing or pos-
sibility of results. All wins are worth aiming for, and the ranking results are
decided from the lowest ranking first.

Ranking Precision: We run the simulations for 8 participants with merit
varying from 1 to 8. Table 2 shows the ranking outcome of the tournament,
while Table 3 shows the actual results counting all (8! = 40320) permutations.

Table 2. The ranking outcome of single elimination

Participant ranking outcome

8 1st place
7 2nd place
6 3-4th place
5 3-4th place
4 5-8th place
3 5-8th place
2 5-8th place
1 5-8th place

Table 3. The results of ranking simulation of single elimination

Participant 1st place 2nd place 3-4th place 5-8th place

1 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 40320 (100%)
2 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5760 (14%) 34560 (86%)
3 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 11520 (29%) 28800 (71%)
4 0 (0%) 1152 (3%) 16128 (40%) 23040 (57%)
5 0 (0%) 4608 (11%) 18432 (46%) 17280 (43%)
6 0 (0%) 11520 (29%) 17280 (43%) 11520 (29%)
7 0 (0%) 23040 (57%) 11520 (29%) 5760 (14%)
8 40320 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Remark 1 Among all ranking results, the only 100% correct one is the 1st place.
This suggests that single elimination provides the reliable ranking results for the
first place only, and other rankings are not really convincing.

3.2 Double Elimination (classic)

A classic double elimination tournament is designed for at least four participants.
At first participants are paired up one on one. The losers will be placed into the
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lower bracket, whereas the winners will be placed in upper brackets. From this
point on, if a participant from the loser’s bracket loses a game, the participant
is eliminated; if a participant from the winner’s bracket loses, the participant
will be moved to the loser’s bracket. The last participant remaining in the lower
bracket will face the last participant standing in the upper bracket in the grand
final. This means that after the bracket arranging round at the beginning and
before the grand final, for every upper bracket’s round, there would be two
rounds in the lower bracket.

Fig. 3. Classic double elimination tournament for 8 participants

Number of Matches: A classic double-elimination tournament system for
n = 2i participants (where 1 < i ∈ N) will have m = 2n− 2 matches conducted.
Thus, we have m = 14 when n = 8.

Competitiveness Development: We show, in Figure 3, a classic double-
elimination tournament for 8 participants, and Figure 4 shows its progress tree.
Assuming that this tournament has comparable prizes distributed in the right
order, by observing Figure 6, we can see that it has no issues regarding stability
progressing or possibility of results. Every win has a more favorable value than
its loss, and the ranking results are decided from the lowest ranking first.

Ranking Precision: We run the simulations for 8 participants with merit
varying from 1 to 8. Table 4 shows the ranking outcome of the tournament,
while Table 5 shows the actual results counting all 8! = 40320 permutations.

Remark 2 Our analysis suggests that the classic double-elimination tourna-
ment provides reliable ranking result for the first and second place. Still, the
other rankings are not really convincing.
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Fig. 4. Progress tree of classic double-elimination tournament

Table 4. The ranking outcome of double elimination

Participant Ranking Outcome

8 1st place
7 2nd place
6 3rd place
5 4th place
4 5-6th place
3 5-6th place
2 7-8th place
1 7-8th place

3.3 Double Elimination (seeded)

In recent double-elimination tournament systems, the bracket arranging round
is considered as a pre-stage. This pre-stage can take other forms of tournaments
[3], or use a rating system [4] to divide (seed) participants into upper and lower
brackets. The rest works the same as in the classic double-elimination tourna-
ment [5].

Number of Matches : A standard seeded double-elimination tournament sys-
tem with i upper rounds has n = 2i participants, and there will be m = 3

2n− 2
matches conducted. Thus, we have m = 10 when n = 8.

Competitiveness Development: We show, in Figure 5, a seeded double-
elimination tournament for 8 participants, and Figure 6 shows its progress tree.
Assuming that this tournament has comparable prizes distributed in the right
order, by observing Figure 6, we can see that it has no issues regarding stability
progressing or possibility of results. Every win has a more favorable value than
its loss, and the ranking results are decided by the lowest ranking first.
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Table 5. The results of ranking simulation of classic double elimination

P. 1st place 2nd place 3rd place 4th place 5-6th place 7-8th place

1 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 40320 (100%)
2 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 17280 (43%) 23040 (57%)
3 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 28800 (71%) 11520 (29%)
4 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1152 (3%) 9216 (23%) 25344 (63%) 4608 (11%)
5 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4608 (11%) 25344 (63%) 9216 (23%) 1152 (3%)
6 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 34560 (86%) 5760 (14%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
7 0 (0%) 40320 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
8 40320 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Fig. 5. Seeded Double-elimination tournament for 8 participants

Fig. 6. Progress tree of seeded double-elimination tournament for 8 participants

Ranking Precision: We run the simulations for 8 participants with merit
varying from 1 to 8. Table 4 shows the ranking outcome of the tournament, while
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Table 6 shows the actual results. Since it is expected that stronger participants
and weaker participants will be distributed (seeded) into the upper bracket and
the lower bracket properly, There will be 4!× 4! = 576 permutations.

Table 6. Ranking results of seeded double elimination for 8 participants experiment

P. 1st place 2nd place 3rd place 4th place 5-6th place 7-8th place

1 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 576 (100%)
2 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 192 (33%) 384 (67%)
3 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 384 (67%) 192 (33%)
4 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 576 (100%) 0 (0%)
5 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 576 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
6 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 576 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
7 0 (0%) 576 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
8 576 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Remark 3 The results (Table 6) of the seeded double-elimination show that it is
precise from the 1st to the 4th ranking. This is quite a big improvement compared
to the systems we analyzed previously. However, this reliability is heavily based
on the seeding system, which may cost many more matches.

3.4 Round-Robin

In the round-robin tournament system [13], all participants have to play with
each other. In other words, each participant plays with every other participant
once. If each participant plays all others twice, the system is called double round-
robin. double round-robin was commonly used in soccer game such as England
Premier League(EPL), 20 teams and for each team they need have 19 ∗ 2 = 38
matches, winner get 3 points, loser get 0 points and two team get 1 points in
draw game, after all of the tournament, they rank will be decided by final points
from high to low.

Number of Matches: A round-robin system for n participants consists of
m = n

2 (n − 1) matches conducted. Thus for 8 participants, there would be
m = 28 matches.

Competitiveness Development: We show, in Figure 7, a progress tree of a
round-robin tournament with 8 participants. The big difference from elimination
tournaments is that from the beginning, only the leaf from all losses and the leaf
from all wins are known. This unstable situation makes us unable to calculate the
stability values of the nodes. As the tournament progresses, the unknown leaves
will gradually reveal themselves, and the stability values of the nodes would
be calculated. Furthermore, unstable situations suggest that it is possible that
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Fig. 7. The first round of progress tree of round-robin tournament for 8 participants

stability progressing and possibility of results conditions are not satisfied. The
concept of stability or possibility in the tournament process was inspired from
the concept of stability of minimax value in a two-person game [7], which may
correspond to ranking accuracy and competitiveness development in the context
of tournament structure. Stability value in the tournament process relates to
ranking precision. To our understanding, fairness means that the performance
of each entry in the tournament should be evaluated appropriately.

We show, in Table 7, an example situation after 5 rounds, and Figure 8
shows its progress tree. In this situation, if participant A wins the next match,
his victory as the 1st place would be fixed regardless of his last match outcome.
This fails to satisfy stability progressing. Besides, even the leaves of participants
B, F , E, G, R, and P are unknown, the possibility of 1st place is certainly
out of reach. Therefore, this situation does not satisfy the possibility of results
condition either.

Table 7. An example of round-robin tournament progress after 5 rounds

Participant Wins Losses

A 5 0
K 3 2
B 2 3
F 2 3
E 2 3
G 2 3
R 2 3
P 2 3
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Fig. 8. Progress tree for the round-robin tournament progress presented in Table 7

Ranking Precision: We run the simulations for 8 participants with merit
varying from 1 to 8. Then, there is only one outcome as shown in Table 8, no
matter how the participants are positioned.

Table 8. The result of round-robin tournament

Participant Wins Losses Ranking

8 7 0 1st place
7 6 1 2nd place
6 5 2 3rd place
5 4 3 4th place
4 3 4 5th place
3 2 5 6th place
2 1 6 7th place
1 0 7 8th place

Remark 4 Round-robin tournament gives a really accurate ranking in the sim-
ulation. However, the number of matches is high, and the competitiveness devel-
opment is not good.

3.5 Swiss System

The Swiss tournament system or the Swiss System is a round based, non-
eliminating system that in every round each participant is matched against an-
other with a similar score, but not with the same opponent more than once.
The number of rounds is considerably less than in a round-robin system. Every
participant has to play every round, unless the number of participants is odd.
After all the rounds have taken place, if there are participants with the same
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scores, they will be ranked based on a rating system chosen by the tournament
organizer [1]. We conduct our analysis on an 8 players Swiss System. Assuming
that there are no drawn games, and three rounds would be needed.

Number of Matches: A standard Swiss System would require the same num-
ber of rounds as a single elimination tournament to determine a clear winner.
Thus, for n participants it has m = n

2 (n
2 − 1) matches conducted. Thus, Swiss

System for 8 participants with 3 rounds would consist of m = 12 matches.

Competitiveness Development: We show, in Figure 9, the progress tree
of the Swiss System for 8 participants with 3 rounds. The leaf nodes of this
system are special. If more than one participant reaches the same leaf node,
those participants would be ranked by a rating system chosen by the tournament
organizer [2].

Fig. 9. Progress tree of the Swiss System for 8 participants with 3 rounds

Although the number of rounds is much less compared to the round-robin
system, signs of poor competitiveness development already show. A participant
with a large lead would be ensured to take first place or second place, while the
poor performing ones have no chance of reaching high ranks. If there are more
rounds taking place, the worse would be the competitiveness development. For
example, the leading participant would have the first place ensured, so his final
games are unmotivated; while any of his thrown game would lead to a large
change in ranking for other participants because of the rating system.

Ranking Precision: We run the simulations for 8 participants with merit vary-
ing from 1 to 8. Table 9 shows the expected ranking outcome of the tournament
as well as the actual results counting all 8! = 40320 permutations of Swiss System
with 3 rounds.

Remark 5 The ranking precision of the Swiss System is only reliable for the
first place and the last place, while the ranking for the other participants is not
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Table 9. The expected and actual ranking results of the Swiss System for 8 participants
with 3 rounds

Participant Expected ranking Precision

1 8th place 40320 (100%)
2 7th place 23040 (57%)
3 6th place 16128 (40%)
4 5th place 15360 (38%)
5 4th place 13440 (33%)
6 3rd place 16128 (40%)
7 2nd place 25088 (62%)
8 1st place 40320 (100%)

[2]. Increasing the number of rounds might gradually lead to better results. How-
ever, as mentioned in the competitiveness development section, the last games
of the top participant might be unmotivated, yet its effects on the ranking of the
opponents and other middle ranking participants. This furthermore causes the
middle rankings to be unstable.

3.6 Summary

We show in Table 10 the comparison between the single elimination, double
elimination, round-robin and Swiss tournament system. The results show that
the single-elimination system has the lowest cost, while its competitiveness de-
velopment is properly maintained. However, its ranking is only reliable for the
top winner. Double-elimination has no problem in competitiveness development
either. Its classic style can convincingly qualify the top two winners, while its
seeded system can qualify the top four winners. Round-robin on the other hand
gives convincing ranking on all participants, but it lacks in competitiveness de-
velopment, and its number of matches is the largest. Swiss system has reliable
ranking for the top winner and the last place, whilst the middle rankings are
not. The Swiss system also has poor competitive development [1].

Table 10. Strength and weakness of the common tournaments compared by the num-
ber of matches with n players (n = 8), competitiveness development (CD) and ranking
precision. Note that the number of matches for the double-elimination (seeded) might
be higher when counting the pre-stages.

Tournament System Matches (for n=8) CD Ranking precision

Single Elimination n− 1 = 7 3 Top 1 winner only
Double Elimination (classic) 2n− 2 = 14 3 Top 2 winners
Double Elimination (seeded) 3

2
n− 2 = 10 3 Top 4 winners

Round Robin n
2

(n− 1) = 28 7 All
Swiss System n

2
(n
2
− 1) = 12 7 Top 1 winner & last place
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4 Reaper Tournament System

As the results above show, there is no tournament systems which can satisfy
both the competitiveness development and the ranking precision for all partic-
ipants requirement. Thus, we propose a new tournament system called reaper
tournament system. It assumes the participant number n = 2i with 1 < i ∈ N.

4.1 The Regulation

Each participant has a list of respected opponents (called respect list) which
includes all of the opponents the participant has previously lost to, we can find
the Elo rating or ranking to know the information before the tournament. The
reaper tournament system consists of the following steps (see Figure 10).

1. Reaper selection All the participants are paired up one on one, the losers
will continue to be paired again until there are only two left. These two who
have the worst performance will play with each other and the loser will be
eliminated as the last place, while the winner will be the reaper. Go to step
2.

2. Reaper candidates Remove eliminated participants from all non-eliminated
players’ respect lists. Aside from the reaper and the eliminated partici-
pant(s), all participants who are not in any respect list are placed in a
candidate list. If every remaining participant is in a respect list, then the
list of candidates will consist of participants which are only respected by
the reaper. If there is more than 1 candidate, go to step 3. If there is one
candidate, go to step 4. If there is none, the reaper tournament ends.

3. Candidates match The top two best performance participants in the can-
didates list will play a match. Of course the winner will be added to the
loser’s respect list. Go back to step 2.

4. Reaper match The participant in the candidates list will play against the
reaper. The loser from the reaper match will be eliminated and will be ranked
just above the previously eliminated participant, while the winner will be the
(new) reaper, the system repeatedly finds the weakest player for elimination.
Go to step 2.

4.2 Analysis of Reaper Tournament

We analyze the reaper tournament as done in the previous section.

Number of Matches: For a reaper tournament with 8 participants, there
would be 15 to 17 matches. Since the pairing depends on who among the par-
ticipants is the reaper, the total number of matches could be 15, 16 or 17. The
minimum number of matches per participant is 2, and the maximum is 8. For
the reaper tournament with 4 participants, there would be exactly 5 matches,
while for 16 participants it would consists of 39 to 47 matches or could be more.
We have not found a general formula for the number of matches in the reaper
tournament.
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Fig. 10. The diagram of the Reaper Tournament System

Competitiveness Development: Figure 11 shows the progress tree of the
reaper tournament with 8 participants. Although the nodes for the reaper can-
didate vary depending on the actual progress, it is ensured that every win will
lead to a shorter path toward higher value leaf nodes. Furthermore, the prizes
are decided in bottom-up way, and all participants who are not eliminated have
the chance to be awarded any remaining prize. Thus, the reaper tournament has
no problem in competitiveness development.

Fig. 11. Progress tree of the reaper tournament for 8 participants

Ranking Precision: We assume that we have 8 participants with merit num-
bers varying from 1 to 8, and the more merit always win the match. Table 11
shows the expected ranking outcome of the tournament and the actual results
counting all 8! = 40320 permutations.
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Table 11. The expected and actual ranking of the reaper tournament for 8 participants

Participant Expected ranking Ranking precision

1 8th place 40320 (100%)
2 7th place 40320 (100%)
3 6th place 40320 (100%)
4 5th place 40320 (100%)
5 4th place 40320 (100%)
6 3rd place 40320 (100%)
7 2nd place 40320 (100%)
8 1st place 40320 (100%)

4.3 Evaluation

We show, in Table 12, the extended version of Table 10, with the reaper tour-
nament added to the list. The reaper tournament successfully satisfies com-
petitiveness development and provides convincing rankings for all participants.
Furthermore, for 8 participants case, the number of matches required is just
slightly larger than the classic double-elimination.

Table 12. Evaluation of the reaper tournament for n participants (n = 8)

System Matches (for n = 8) CD Ranking precision

Reaper tournament 15∼17 3 All

5 Concluding Remarks

This paper proposed a novel way for analyzing the tournament systems. It fo-
cused on three aspects namely the number of total matches in the tournament,
competitiveness development and ranking precision. It then proposed a notion
of progress tree to detect potential unmotivated matches. The analysis we per-
formed using the proposed method reveals the strength and weakness of each
tournament structure. To conclude, single-elimination is best if we want to qual-
ify one winner only. Classic double-elimination is a better choice if we want to
qualify two top winners. Round-robin system provides reliable ranking precision
for all participants. However, the number of matches is very high, and it fails to
maintain competitiveness development. Swiss System can qualify the top winner
and the last place, but its competitiveness development is poor.

Realizing that there currently is no tournament systems which could sat-
isfy competitiveness development, we proposed a new tournament system called
reaper tournament system. It is able to maintain competitiveness development
while providing convincing rankings for all participants. We confirmed its effec-
tiveness through our analysis. However, we have not yet found a general formula
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for the number of matches. From our observation, the reaper tournament would
have less number of matches than classic double-elimination in case with 4 par-
ticipants, slightly larger in case with 8 players, and more in case with 16 players.
In future works, we investigate characteristics of the reaper tournament system.
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